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Specification: 

 FPT 280HP Tier 4B Final (Euro 5) Engine 

 4 hydrostatic wheel motors MS18 Rear and MS11 Front 

 Speed gearbox and differential with two Hydrostatic speeds. 

 50 Kph  

 Hydraulic power steering system with 4 steering driving wheels. 

 Negative brakes on central hydro unit and pedal service brake on front wheels. 

 Pedal Brakes 

 Self-adjusting shock absorber suspension on front axle and rear axle. Load Sensing 

 Ground clearance 1400mm. 

 Polyethylene tank 5000lt 

 Air-conditioned ROPS Driver’s cab with activated carbon filter, electrically adjustable rear-view mirrors, pneumatic seat 

and stereo system with extra sound proofing, climate control and proper pressurisation system 

 Steel Fully Hydraulic HD boom at 36m or 42m (tri fold) with Independent variable boom geometry!  

 Tri jets with one air induction and 2 flat fan nozzles 

 Parallelogram hydraulic height adjustment. 

 Boom shock absorber with Hydropneumatic accumulator on height adjustment parallelogram. 

 Boom Sections on Joystick 

 High Quality powerful 30 Litres mixer hopper equipped with high pressure can washer. 

 300ltr Clear water tank with system cleaning device. 

 380lt/min Diaphragm pump for spraying and agitation and filling 

 Indicator kit for diaphragm damage and oil leakage. 

 Clean Water to Induction Hopper 

 Cruise Control with ECO Drive mode to save 25% fuel at Max Speed 

 Weight:  8000Kg’s Unladen  -  increases with larger boom Weight Distribution 48% - 52%   

 480 105 R46 Wheels – gives high clearance and superb traction (other options avail) 

 Joystick Control 

 Air Controls for liquid system in 13 sections 

 Full Line Purge Recirculation System  

 New CAB with CAT 4 pressurisation, refrigerated cool box and climate con-

trol 

 Full GPS system with auto section control, area mapping with guidance. 

 Mueller TOUCH Terminal 1200 with ISOBUS 

 Electronic Tank Level Sensor with Auto pump shut off 

 Auto boom height control 

 GPS Auto steering 

 Fast fill pump 

 Continues below………….. 
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 Hydraulic hose reel for fill hose 

 Boom LED individual nozzle lights 

 Auto Grease system 

 Hydraulic track adjustment 

 

 

 

Options 

 RTK receiver and radio link  £ 7,480 

 Quad Nozzle Bodies   £ 11.55  per meter 

 Twin Nozzle select (A line / B line) £ 3,600 

 On board 1800 psi Pressure washer £ 2450 

 

 

List Price     £ 352,820 

Specialist Nozzles Per Set 

Hypro ESI Fertilizer    £ 20 per/m x 2 

Guardian Air      £ 9.20 per/m 

Guardian Air Twin    £ 18 per/m 

BFS Air Induction     £ 8.90 per/m 

Angled Caps     £ 4.30 per /m 

 

 

Specialist Options and modifications 

Boom division & extra folds   £ 

Specialist nozzle configuration  £ 

Stocks Fan Jet Slug Pelleter   £ 

Stocks Duo Fan Jet Slug Pelleter  £ 

Hydraulic raise and lower for Slug Pelleter £ 

Individual nozzle control with air  £ 
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